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SPECIATION

• Speciation is the process of formation of new
species.

• Linnaeus, the founder of modern taxonomy,
described individual species in terms of their
physical form; the study of form or structure called
morphology or phonetic characters, is still the
method most often used to characterize species.

• If one group of organisms consistently differs from
other organisms, it will be defined as a separate
species.



SPECIES  CONCEPT
There are different ways in which a species can be defined what we know as major species concepts.

• Morphological species concept (Linnaeus):
Organisms which are morphologically similar belong to same species.
Examples: Annual weeds, Rainy season insect.

• Genetic species concepts (Lotsey):
Genetically identical organisms belong to same species( E.g. Monozygotic twins) and genetically similar organisms
belong to same species. Examples: Human & chimpanzee.

• Ecological species concept (Van valen):
According to him those who share common niche or habit belong to same species.
Examples: Lizard, Cow, Insect, Rabbit from same garden belong to same species

• Phylogenetic species concept (Cracraft):
According to this concept all organisms who belong to a common ancestor and who are similar in physical and
morphological character belong to same species.





• Recognition species concept (Paterson)

Organisms who recognize the signals of each other belong to
same species.

Example: Prey-predator relation

• Evolutionary species concept (Willey)

Organisms of single lineage belong to same species.

• The Biological species concept (Dobzhasky & Mayr)

It is most valid species concept till the date. All the organisms
which can interbreed freely in nature and gave rise to viable
fertile offspring and reproductively isolated from the members
of other group .
Limitation of biological species concept

• It cannot be operated on asexually reproducing organism
• It cannot be applied om fossils because fossils are classified based upon

morphology.





REPRODUCTIVE  ISOLATION BARRIERS
• Any barrier or factor that impedes two species from producing viable, fertile hybrids contributes

to reproductive isolation.

• No single barrier may be completely impenetrable to genetic exchange, but many species are
genetically isolated by more than one type of barriers.

• Of course, if two species are geographically segregated, they cannot possibly interbreed, but
geographical barrier is not considered equivalent to reproductive isolation because it is not
intrinsic to the organism themselves.

• Intrinsic reproductive barriers prevent population belonging to different species from
interbreeding, even if their ranges overlap.

• For instance, courtship, is an example of reproductive barrier. If two species do not interbreed
because their courtship differs, then the courtship behavior of at least one of those species must
have undergone evolutionary change and it became a new evolved character which leads to
reproductive isolation.

• The various type of reproductive barrier that isolate the gene pools of species can be categorized
as prezygotic and postzygotic, depending on whether they function before or after the formation
of zygotes, or fertilized eggs.





PREZYGOTIC  BARRIERS

Prezygotic barriers prevents mating between species or
impede formation of hybrid zygotes.

1. Habit/ Ecological isolation:

• Two species that live in different habitats within the same
area may encounter each other rarely, if at all, even
though they are not technically geographically isolated.

• For example, two species of garter snakes in the genus
Thamophis occur in the same areas, but one lives mainly
in water and the other is primarily terrestial.



2. Behavioural/Ethological isolation:

• It is also commonly known as ethological isolation, it represents special
signals that attract mates, as well as elaborate behavior unique to a species.

• It is probably the most important reproductive barrier among closely related
animals.

• For example, Male fireflies of various species signal to females of their kind
by blinking their lights in particular patterns. The females respond only to
signals characteristic of their own species, flashing back and attracting the
males.

• The distinctive songs of many birds, the special mating calls of certain frogs,
and the sexual display of most animals are generally attractive only to mates
of the same species.

3. Temporal isolation:

• The time period of mating of different species are never always the same;
two species that breed during different times of the day, different season, or
different years cannot mix their gametes.

• This differential time period of mating which prevents interbreeding
between two different species is known as temporal isolation.

• For example, Five species of frogs of the genus Rana are all found at Ithaca,
New York. The species remain separate because the period of peak mating
activity differs, and so do the breeding sites. Wood frogs breed in woodland
ponds or shallow water, leopard frogs in lowland swamps, and pickerel frogs
in streams and ponds on high ground. Having different dispersal times often
helps prevent fertilization of the gametes from different species.



4. Mechanical isolation:

• Closely related species may attempt to mate, but cannot achieve the act or fall to achieve
fertilization because their genitalia are anatomically not compatible or incompatible.

• This type of incompatibility, long thought to be a primary isolating mechanisms in animals, even
such kind of barriers contribute to reproductive isolation of flowering plants that are pollinated by
insects or other animals.

5. Gametic isolaton:

• Even if the gamete of different species meet, they rarely fuse to form a zygote.
• For animals whose eggs are fertilized within the female reproductive tract (internal fertilization),

the sperm of one species may not be able to survive in the environment of the female
reproductive tract of another species.

• Gametes recognition may be based on the presence of specific molecules on the coats around
the egg, which adhere only to complementary molecules on sperm cells of the same species.



POSTZYGOTIC  BARRIERS
• If the prezygotic barriers do not impede the

successful fertilization of the gamete belonging to
different species, then postzygotic barriers prevent
the hybrid zygote from developing into a viable ,
fertile adult.

1. Reduced Hybrid Viability or Hybrid inviability:

• When prezygotic barriers are crossed and hybrid
zygotes are formed, genetic incompatibility between
the two species may abort development of the hybrid
at some embryonic stage.

• Of the numerous species of frog belonging to the
genus Rana , some live in the same regions and
habitats, where they may occasionally hybridize.

• But the hybrids generally do not complete their
development.



2. Reduced Hybrid Fertility or Hybrid Sterility:

• Even if two species mate and produce the hybrid offspring that are vigorous, reproductive
isolation is intact if the hybrids are completely or largely sterile.

• Since the infertile hybrids cannot backbreed with either parental species, genes cannot flow
freely between the species.

• One cause of this barrier is a failure of the meiosis to produce normal gametes in the hybrid if
chromosomes of the two parent species differ in number or structure

3. Hybrid breakdown:

• In some cases when species crossmate, the first generation hybrids are viable and fertile, but
when these hybrids mate with one another or with either parents species, offspring of the next
generation are feeble or sterile.

• For example , different cotton species can produce fertile hybrids(F1 generation), but breakdown
occurs in the next generation(F2 generation) when offspring of the hybrids die as seeds or grow
into weak ad defective plants



MODE OF SPECIATION

• The crucial event for the origin of a new species is reproductive
isolation.

• The members of a species usually differ genetically, ecologically ad
in their behavior and morphology from other species, as well as in
who they will interbreed with.

• There are four general modes of speciation based on different
geographic conditions ad how the gene flow is interrupted in the
speciating populations.

• If a new species evolved in geographic isolation from its ancestors,
the process is called allopatric speciation.

• If the new species evolves in a geographically contiguous
population, it is called Parapatric speciation.

• If the new species evolves within the geographic range of its
ancestor, it is called as sympatric speciation.

• If small founder populations colonize an area outside the main
population range and forms new species it is termed as peripatric
speciation.



Allopatric Speciation
• The appearance of a geographical barrier, such as a river or mountain, through the range of a species physically

isolates populations of the species.

• Physical isolation can also occur if migrants cross a particular barrier and begin a new population (founder
effect).

• The physically isolated populations can then evolve independently.

• If reproductive isolating mechanisms evolve independently, then two distinct species are formed, and if they
come together in the future, they remain distinct species.

• Speciation that occurs because reproductive isolating mechanisms evolve during physical separation of the
populations is called allopatric speciation.

• Reproductive isolating mechanisms usually originate incidentally to the speciation process. That is , they arise
incidentally during the process of evolution in isolated populations rather than being selected for.

• When isolated populations come together again, incomplete isolating mechanisms may allow hybrids to form.

• If the hybrids are normal and viable and can freely interbreed with individual of each parent population, then
no speciation has taken place. However if the hybrids are at a disadvantage, natural selection may favor
stronger isolating mechanisms.

• In this case , organisms that mate with individuals from the other population leave fewer offspring. The result is
a more effective barrier to hybridization. Regions in which previously isolated populations come into contact
and produce hybrids are called hybrid zones.



Allopatric Speciation Allopatric speciation may
result when an ancestral population is divided
into two separate populations by a physical
barrier and those populations then diverge. (A)
Many species of freshwater stream fishes were
distributed throughout the central highlands of
North America in the Pliocene epoch (about 3–5
million years ago). (B) During the Pleistocene,
glaciers advanced and isolated fish populations in
the Ozark and Ouachita Mountains to the west
from fish populations in the highlands of the
Appalachian Mountains to the east. Numerous
species diverged as a result of this separation,
including the ancestors of the four pairs of sister
species shown here.

Founder Events Lead to Allopatric Speciation The
large number of species of picture-winged
Drosophila in the Hawaiian Islands is the result of
founder events: the founding of new populations by
individuals dispersing among the islands. The
islands, which were formed in sequence as Earth’s
crust moved over a volcanic “hot spot,” vary in age.





Sympatric Speciation
• In sympatric speciation, speciation occurs in population

that live in the same geographic area.

• Although such contact makes sympatric speciation less
common than allopatric speciation, sympatric speciation
can occur if gene flow is reduced by such factors
polyploidy, habitat differentiation, and sexual selection.

• Sympatric speciation can also occur when genetic
factors enable a subpopulation to exploit a habitat or
resource ot used by the parent population.

• There is evidence that sympatric speciation can also be
driven by sexual selection.

• Breeding Pundamilia pudamilia males have a blue tinged
back, whereas breeding Pundamilia nyererei males have
a red tinged back. Mate choice based on male breeding
coloration is the main reproductive barrier that normally
keeps the gene pools of these two species separate.



Parapatric speciation
• When population of a species cover a large area due to which an environment gradient will

operates upon the population. It is the development of reproductive isolation among the
members of a continuous population.

• It is mainly occurs in non motile species like Snail, Plants etc.

Peripatric Speciation
• When few members from a population go to the different niche in the same area then this type

of isolation is achieved.

• They are very near to parental population but do not overlap.
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